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“More Trampers. More locations.” These are the two most common 

pieces of feedback that we receive from users of Countryside Mobility.  

Making this happen can be a challenge—fundraising for a Tramper and then striking a 

partnership with an outdoor location able to cover the annual lease fee and staff time 

for hiring the Tramper can take years—but in the last year we have had a huge boost.  

The charity that runs Countryside Mobility, Living Options Devon, is now running a new 

project called Heritage Ability, through support from the Heritage Lottery Fund.  

The project is helping attractions improve the access they offer to visitors. This includes 

training staff, providing more accessible information and specific support for welcoming 

Deaf visitors and those with learning disabilities. 

It is also enabling Countryside Mobility to expand with 15 additional Trampers funded. 

The first of these were placed last year and we have two fantastic locations already 

lined up for this Spring.  

We hope you’ll enjoy exploring the countryside with friends and family in 2018.  

www.countrysidemobility.org 

Tel: 01392 459222   email:info@countrysidemobility.org 

Explore More in 2018! 



From the start, Countryside Mobility has been a ‘user-led’ initiative and we  really 

appreciate your feedback and comments, which inform our decisions.  

It also means that we can keep you updated about the latest opportunities. 

Permission Please! 

As with all organisations, we need to comply with the upcoming changes in data      

protection.  We will continue to automatically get in contact when your            

membership is due for renewal but your permission to send you additional       

information such as this newsletter.  

So please complete the enclosed form. Thank you! 

Feedback 

Thanks to everyone who took the time to take part in the last membership survey in 

2016. This time round we’re particularly interested in the difference that exploring the 

countryside by Tramper makes to you (and those you explore with).          

Please take a few minutes to complete the survey enclosed. 

Keeping in touch 

One of the reasons that we have a membership scheme 

is so that we can communicate more easily.  

 

The Perfect Gift for Outdoor Lovers 

Countryside Mobility Gift Voucher 

Launched in December, the voucher provides a perfect idea 

for birthday, Christmas,  anniversaries, Mothers’ or Fathers’ 

Day.  

Presented in an attractive card and envelope, it costs £10 which 

covers the cost of an annual membership. The person then uses this when joining the 

scheme at the first hire location they visit following the normal process of becoming a 

member. www.countrysidemobility.org/voucher 



Double Delight   

As well as improving the general availability at busy times, this means that we can help 

groups with more than one person who has limited mobility to explore together.  

Recent additions to the Countryside Mobility scheme include: 

 Malvern Hills—Thanks to a local person generously donating their Tramper, and    

ongoing support from local organisations, a second Tramper has been introduced to 

this spectacular location this Spring. If you’ve not been yet, it’s a must visit location.  

 RSPB Arne—A long-time favourite with Countryside Mobility members, the Dorset 

bird reserve, featured on the BBC’s Autumnwatch, added a second Tramper through 

the Heritage Ability project last Autumn.  

 Dunster Castle—This popular attraction on the Somerset coast has had a Tramper 

for some years but over the last year we have worked with them as they have      

added two more Trampers and come fully into Countryside Mobility’s hire network.  

 Hardy’s Birthplace Visitor Centre & Woodland—Explore the countryside that          

inspired Hardy thanks to the two Trampers located at this special corner of Dorset.  

 National Trust Tin Coast—See the feature on page xx 

Other locations with more than one Tramper include: 

 National Trust Brean Down, North Somerset (2 Trampers) 

 RHS Rosemoor, North Devon (3 Trampers) 

 National Trust Heddon Valley (2 Trampers) 

 Trebah Gardens, Cornwall (2 Trampers) 

 Moors Valley Country Park, Dorset (2 Trampers) 

 Holton Lee, Dorset (5 Trampers) 

Visit www.countrysidemobility.org for full details on each location 

Three years ago there were only 1 in 6 of our hire locations had more than one    

Tramper. It’s now close to 1 in 3 with 13 locations offering multiple Trampers.  

Goodbye and thanks to Seale Hayne. Unfortunately due to financial constraints  

Hannah’s at Seale Hayne were unable to continue as a Tramper hire location. We’d like 
to thank them for their support in providing this service over the last few years. 



We aim to offer you access to 

some of the most breathtaking 

scenery in the South West but two 

recent additions are so special 

that they will already be familiar to 

many as TV and film locations. 

Picture 

National Trust Tin Coast is the famous location for Poldark’s Mine. Regardless of 

these TV connections, our access auditor was quick to say this was ‘ the jewel in the 

crown’ thanks to its spectacular coastal scenery and rich mining heritage. 

Two Trampers are available at this location—one based at the Count House, Botallack 

and another a couple of miles up the coast at Levant Mine.  

Although only 3 miles from Dorchester,  the tranquillity at Hardy’s Birthplace Visitor 

Centre and Woodland will certainly make you feel ’Far from the Maddening Crowd’.  

Two Trampers are available to explore the Dorset countryside that inspired Hardy and 

help you reach Hardy’s Cottage (admission fee payable to visit the cottage).  

The Tramper at National Trust 

Tin Coast allows you to explore 

the area where Poldark is filmed. 

Perfect 

Remembering a Loved One 

In the last couple of years we’ve been very grateful for the generous donations that 

a number of people have made as a tribute to a loved one who enjoyed exploring 

by Tramper.  

If you’d be interested, then we will work with you to offer a range of options so you 

can choose the most appropriate for you. 

www.countrysidemobility.org/about/donate 



The Forest of Dean may appear a quiet, rural idyll today but for           

centuries it has been a mining hotspot.  

We have teamed up with local community group, Forest Volunteer Action Forum (FVAF) 

and the Forester’s Forest project run by the Forestry Commission to open up access to 

this fascinating area.  

FVAF are running a ‘Walking with Wheels’ project which is combining the provision of 

Trampers with insights into the industrial heritage.  

From the first Tramper hire location, Pedalabikeaway bike hire, you use a phone app or 

book a volunteer guide to reveal the ‘hidden heritage’ along the routes. Choose an easy 

circular route or a longer, but very rewarding route that takes you around the   famous, 

Sculpture Trail.  

A second, new hire location provides access to Symond’s Yat Rock, one of the area’s 

most famous viewpoints. The hire location is a first for Countryside Mobility, based at the 

Forest Holidays accommodation complex. With its provision of accessible cabins and 

popularity for multi generational family breaks the Tramper is expected to prove very pop-

ular for those staying there but will also be available for ’non-residents’ (book well in     

advance to ensure availability).  

the woods 
    today 

If you go down to 
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Helping You Step 
Back in Time 

Last year Living Options, the charity that runs Countryside Mobility, 

was successful in securing Heritage Lottery Funding for a new project, 

Heritage Ability (www.heritageability.org). 

One part has been funding to enable Countryside Mobility to expand with another 15 

Trampers. Seven were placed in 2017 with more to follow in 2018 and 2019.  

Here’s an introduction to some of the new places you can now explore... 



National Trust Killerton were one of the first to sign 

up to Heritage Ability. One element of support has 

been to provide a Tramper to enable visitors to     

discover the wider Estate on a route through     

woodland and glades with sweeping views of Devon’s rolling countryside.  

While only a few miles inland from the bustling Cornish coastline, National Trust    

Godolphin provides a tranquil escape from the crowds. Enjoy one of the most   

significant historic gardens in Europe or explore the cider orchard and woodland at 

this peaceful property  within the World Heritage Site . 

Cockington Country Park may be sandwiched between the popular resorts of 

Torquay and Paignton, but it offers a beautiful step back in time to rural Devon with 

its thatched cottages, cream teas and horse drawn carriages. Hiring the Tramper 

from the new Visitor Centre allows you to explore the often overlooked countryside 

offering great views across Torbay.  

Our Friends in the North... 

With nearly half of users coming from outside the South West it’s no surprise 

that people often to know where else in the country they can hire a Tramper. 

The  manufacturer of Trampers does have a list of sites—www.tramper.co.uk—

although it is worth calling the site to check current provision.  

Linking with the Lakes — Your Membership Extends Further 

Over the last couple of years we have been helping a charity to set up an        

equivalent to Countryside Mobility in Cumbria and this May they launched their first 

hire location at  Whinlatter, near Keswick. As part of our partnership with Lake    

District Mobility we have agreed that memberships will be valid in both areas. So a    

Countryside Mobility membership will also cover any sites operated by Lake District 

Mobility, and vice versa. We wish Julia and the Lake District Mobility team every 

success as they look to expand opportunities in the coming years.  

www.lakedistrictmobility.org 


